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Introduction

The number of Virtual worlds in existence has increased dramatically in recent

years(see Nitsche, Chap. 10). Over 40 different "worlds" have now been identified
(see virtualworldsnews.com, accessed November 2010). Nevertheless, it was one

specific Virtual world which caught the attention of the public: Second Life(SL). SL
managed to capture much more media attention than its competitors, and now
enjoys a 17-million strong user base(see secondlife.com, accessed February 2011),
out of which 850,000 access the platform at least once a week. Why would so
many people join a digital platform populated by anonymous avatars?
Second Life, the Virtual platform for a digital "second" life with self-designed
avatars, becarae a media event for the mass media in 2006. Apart from highlighting

its Potential for self-fulfillment or entertainment, many print media in Germany
emphasized SUs economic potential. With headlines such as "Wealth from Nothing"
{Spiegel 3/2006),"Got Rieh in Second Life" {Die Zeit 2/2007),"Better Business in

Second Life" {Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 46/2006), or "Gold Rush in Second
Life"{Süddeutsche Zeitung 15/2007), even serious media outlets gave recipients the
impression that SL was a Virtual gold mine.

After exponential growth and the realization that making money was not as

easy as the media had predicted, the Virtual Community of SL exhibited a slow but
distinct shift in motivations and interests; the primary motivation of the SL user was

no longer the possibility of making money, but rather social interchange. In other

words, Community became the main reason fOr losing oneself in one s second life,
not commerce. For that reason, SL can rightfully be described as belonging to the
Web 2.0 or "social media" trend.
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Around mid-2007, while both small and large businesses started tuming their
backs to SL, new kinds of activities based upon interpersonal communication
became increasingly populär. The SL platform turned into a forum for schools and
universities (about 500 universities have "digital outposts"), political demonstrations, and elections. Cities and even entire countries established themselves online,

and museums placed their showpieces on digital exhibition. Moreover, the lives of
the avatars became "more social"-they communicated about life, love, and hobbies
above and beyond linguistic and cultural barriers. At the same time, the users'
behavior and activity shifted. What had started out as a simple game or a mere
pastime had become a complex meeting place for social groups and was increasingly
reflecüng the strengths as well as the conflicts of its "real" counterparts; violence and
destruction, assault and injury, crime, and distrust had become a part of the colorful
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into a synthetic, 360-degree world that they could explore (Fisher 1991, 105).
However, the expectations that VR research had for Virtual worlds seemed unfulfillable: "Virtual reality will never be able to completely replicate a thing as complex,
detailed, and alive as the world"(Aukstakalnis and Blatner 1994, 33).
But if so, what is the motive of over 17 million people to spend time in SLI One

of the answers can be found in the change of activities in leisure time of both youth
and adults. According to an estimate of Balkin and Noveck (2006), 20-30 million
people regularly visit Virtual worlds and spend almost 20 h per week in them, on
average. They conclude tentatively:"Indeed, Virtual worlds are believed to have
implications that go beyond how we play, to also include how we buy, work, and
leam"(Balkin and Noveck 2006; also see Bartie 2006). Others have asserted: "By
the end of,2011-, 80% of active Internet users (and Fortune 500 enterprises) will

digital World of SL.

have a 'second life' (i.e., an avatar or presence in a Virtual Community like Second

Observing such structural and motivational changes to 5L- and this is the central
thesis of this chapter - bears proof that SL is becoming a Virtual Community in
which social structures increasingly exhibit the traits of a civil society. At the same
time, it appears that the borders between play and game are blurring ever more as
the personal and political interests and (human) states of mind shift and the Virtual
world's Citizens (avatars) increasingly dictate its activities and structures. On the
basis of these observations, one can draw some important conclusions: the constants
of human communities exist even in Virtual contexts, and Computer games extend

Life)"(Gärtner 2007).

ffom complete immersion into a Virtual reality and from distancing oneself ffom
nondigital everyday life. Although the core concept of immersion can still be under

into Virtual words and vice versa.

(Castronova 2005, 11). Three attributes characterize the Virtual world: interactivity,

In this chapter, the position is put forward that SL is not a traditional Computer
game, but can be understood as a (first) attempt to establish a complex mode of
social organization by "playing" with particular online structures and forms of
entertainment. Moreover, the continual process of the Virtual platform's restructuring and expansion according to the utterly personal motives of its users and the
Content that results from them can be conceived as a kind of global experiment in
creating a new (and better?) world. In this process, however, we need to consider
what exactly makes Virtual worlds interesting to that many people (see Keilhauer,

physicality, and stability (Castronova 2001, 5);

However,Statements like those above are based upon the assumption that people
visit Virtual worlds primarily because of the intensity of the experienoe that comes

stood as a plunge into the Computer world and disengagement from the physical
World (Beute et al. 2002,1), VR research today has shifted its focus. A Virtual world
is now understood as an artificially created, three-dimensional, synthetic world

• Interactivity: The Virtual world exists on one Computer but can be accessed
remotely (i.e., via Internet) and simultaneously by a large number of people. The
command input of one person affects the command result for other people.

• Physicality: People access the program using an interface that simulates a firstperson physical environment on the Computer screen. That environment is generally subject to real-life laws oif nature and is characterized by a scarcity of
resources.

Chap. 20).

• Persistence: The program continues to run whether or not anyone is using it, and it
remembers the location of people and things, as well as the ownership of objects.

Virtual Worlds

Virtual world is thus used as an all-encompassing term to denote both populär
and realistic("laws of nature")artificial worlds.In line with Porter(2004),Messinger

As news coverage of Second Life started spreading at the end of 2003, the notion of
the "Virtual world" became a topic of public debate. The term is now often used as a
synonym for SL. As early as the late 1980s, Virtual environments, or 'Virtual reality"
(VR), had become the object of scientific study. Lanier (1991, 69) defined "Virtual

et al. (2008, 6-7) propose a typology that identifies five aspects that comprise a
Virtual world:

1. Purpose (content of interaction): Type of Information or content that the Virtual
environment contains. That information can refer to (a) a Strategie, tactical, or

reality" as a computer-synthesized reproduction of reality into which one can transport oneself using a computerized suit. This definition clearly shows how VR research

thematic incentive;(b) whether the network is thematically organized -that is to
say,connected in terms of a specific goal or purpose - or"open"; and(c) whether

has tried to make immersion into a Virtual environment using technological aids such

the platform targets a certain age group or is open to all ages.
2. Place (location of interaction): Either complete or partial virtuality with respect
to whether user groups are geographically organized or are dispersed.

as head-mounted displays(HMDs), wired gloves, and body suits seem possible. For
example, users wearing a HMD were regarded as equipped for multisensoiy immersion
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3. Platform (design of interaction): This aspect refers to whether communication is
synchronous, asynchronous, or both.

4. Population (pattern of interaction): Size of the group as well as the forms of
social connections within it.

5. Business model (return on interaction): Financial background of the Virtual
World. In general, a platform can be for-profit or nonprofit. More specifically,
the business model varies according to whether(a)a one-time registration fee or
(b) a pay-per-use fee is required, (c) whether it is subscription based or (d)
advertising based, and whether the Virtual world is financed by (e)payments for
individual Services including Virtual goods (land, clothing, Software) or (f) for
secondary products (such as accessories).

11
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The CoEcept,and History of Second Life
SL was initially developed by Linden Lab as a platform for researching Virtual
reality and new Internet technologies. Instead of charging a monthly fee, Linden
Lab sold Virtual space in the form of plots or "grids," thus beginning a new era
in the valuation of Virtual goods (Kaumanns et al. 2007, 33). In an attempt to

keep customers Coming back to the platform, Linden Lab vouched to protect the
intellectual property of users who created digital goods using its Software. Thus,
Creators in SL were recogni.zed as the legal proprietors of their own digital
goods. A Virtual currency, the Linden Dollar (Linden$), was also introduced,
facilitating the trade of Virtual goods (Au 2007, 285). Second Life residents

According to this typology,SL sometimes appears twice in a Single category. For

have built entire careers around the creation, marketing, and selling of Virtual

example, although SL is not thematically organized as a whole, several distinct

Spaces have developed within it (such as education or erotica) that clearly have a
thematic focus. Similarly, communication forms are variable. Although the chat

goods and Services to other residents - from digital sneakers to simulated lap
dances to lavish pr'etend mansions. The trade in Virtual goods and Services is
facilitated by the Linden Dollar, a Virtual currency that is bought and sold

function does allow for limited siroultaneity, it does not enable or enforce comrnu-

against the US dollar.

nication with a large disperse group. The main foci in the starting years were clearly

This basic concept of SL (in-world currency, rights to digital ownership, inde-

based upon the production and consumption of Virtual goods - the sale of land and

pendent control over purchased Virtual space) paved the way for the first wave of
users - the "SL marketing phase." In this first phase of development, well-known,

the equipment of avatars are both based upon the warehouse principle: goods are for
sale, whether Virtual or "real."

SL offers an uncomplicated access to the immersive process. Rather than being
simulated by technological means, Immersion occurs cognitively. Neither a HMD
nor wired gloves are necessary to log onto SL. Only the most basic technological
tools - the Computer screen acting as the Interface between reality and virtuality,
and the Computer running the Software - are required. The concept of immersion
focuses upon the user by reflecting the user's experience of being in a Virtual world.
Therefore,SL can be considered a "social Virtual world" or "life Simulation."

As such,SL cannot be considered a Computer game. It does not follow any written
Storyline or set forth any concrete objectives, nor is there an outcome with winners
and losers. Users do not have to complete any specific tasks or levels to continue in
the.Virtual world. Characteristic of SL are the social features like meeting and chatting, the creative construction and co-development of the Virtual environment, the
trade and sale of Virtual goods, as well as SL's potential as an educational platform.
To briefly summarize, immersion into the Virtual reality of SL no longer requires
users to attach a technological apparatus to their bodies. Social factors such as the
communication with other users or the collective experience and discovery of the

Virtual world are the primary factors that enable users to do without gadgets such as
HMDs and wired gloves to distance themselves from physical reality and "lose
themselves" in Virtual reality.'

real-world companies opened their Virtual doors in SL. They discovered SL as a
marketing and testing field for their products and Services, new market models,
and target group analyses.

Changes to SL since mid-2008 can be considered part of the second phase of
development. Companies have been leaving the platform because — aside from
appealing to the young and Internet savvy - maintaining a presence in SL has not
fulfilled expectations. TheJob of maintaining digital stores has proved more expen-

sive than it is worth. Although such a reaction does make good economical sense,
it is shortsighted: SL is currently emerging as a social network that has by no

means exhausted its potential. What role digital consumers (avatars) will play in
the future remains uncertain.

SL is similar to other Web 2.0 applications in that the design and general rules
of the "game" are dictated by the provider (see O'Reilly 2005). For example,
Linden Lab only makes certain Standard communicational and design features
available in SL; the users themselves then develop those further and fill the Virtual

World with content. This principle of independently building and developing a
Virtual world reflects the main concept behind Web 2.0 - that of user-generated
content(Kienitz 2007, 20). Web 2.0 users are not simple consumers; they are also
simultaneously producers whenever they actively design and connect with other
users to share common experiences. The new generation of the "prosumer

(Barucca et al. 2006, 136)represents a symbiosis between consumers and produc
'Conditions for immersion are .also discussed by Härig (Chap. 13) and Pietschmann et al.
(Chap. 18). The importance of social factors is examined by Giang etal.(Chap. 34).

ers who desire to design, develop, and manage for themselves - and the concept
behind Web 2.0 makes that possible in the first place.
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The Avatars

For much of its history, the term avatar belonged to the realm of technobabble. It
has only recently become increasingly populär in light of the attention SL received

in the media, ahd of course even more so in 2010 with the record-breaking James
Cameron movie "Avatar."

US American science fiction author Neal Stevenson first used the term in 1992
to denote the bodily image of a real person in a Virtual world. In bis novel Snow

Crash (1992), Stevenson describes a synthetic world inhabited by humans taking
the form of avatars. Moreover, the term avatar can be used to denote a "virtual

representative," a "player," or a "digital Citizen" according to the context. Avatars
are the vehicles that users use to explore a Virtual world, navigate through it, and
comrhunicate with other avatars (via voice or text chat).

The process of designing an avatar is the primary Step toward participating in
Virtual goings-on. Düring registration, the user must select from among basic types
of avatars. However, choosing the avatar's sex and appearance is unimportant, as
avatars in SL can be freely modified and transformed. The basic types merely serve
as models of how an avatar might look; particularities such as sex, body shape, and
skin, hair, and eye color can be individually set and reset. One important element of
an avatar's design is its clothing. An interesting appearance and fashionable clothing are considered Status symbols,just like in the real world. However, in this case,
"fashion" is context-specific; what matters most is how much time and expertise
goes into designing an avatar.
Every new user Starts out with a basic configuration, which then can be adaoted,

styled, and dressed after one's own wishes. However, producing digital pieces of
clothing is time-consuming; a brisk market for clothing has emerged in SL. Thus,successful goods that form a particular market in SL are dedicated to the various fashion
needs of avatars. Hairstyles are particularly valued, as they are a mark of expertise and
Status. Photorealistic hairstyles are in high demand due to the general impression that
"the more detailed, the better" - that the avatar's design translates to the time and
effort the user put into creating it. It seems likely that the more effort a user puts into
designing an avatar, the more that user identifies with "it," the digital "ego."
The avatar's primary mode of transportation is teleportation. With a dick of the
mouse, an avatar can navigate from one place to another. Consequently, physical or
geographic distances do not play an important role in SL. The user may also navi

11
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The most commonly used form of communication is the text-based chat. By

selecting the "chat" function within the main menu, users are able to type in
messages which appear in the dialog field upon the screen when users tap the return
key. The message is somewhat public, as avatars in the immediate vicinity are able

to read and respond to it. Conversations between avatars that are not located in dose
proximity to one another can be carried out using a message Service that functions
much like an e-mail program. If a user sends an IM to another user that is not online
at the time, the message from 5L is then automatically forwarded to the absent
user's e-mail address. In this way, messages may be exchanged between the Virtual
and real world. Such cross-medial communication serves not only practical but also
systematic functions; the communication between avatars is expanded to include
e-mail communication between avatars and humans, which has become fully inte-

grated into everyday life. One may speculate that in the future, users will receive the
bulk of their mail from avatars.

Despite the introduction of voice chat to SL in 2007, text-based chat remains the
preferred method of language input. Many avatars even have the voice chat function
deactivated, preferring to remain vocally anonymous, since one can often derive
information aböut a person's sex or nationality from their voice. Ultimately, voice
chat can lead to an identity crisis resulting from inconsistencies between the user's
Virtual seif and real seif. Three-dimensional, face-to-face, or "avatar-to-avatar"

(Castronova 2005, 135)communication is enriched with gestures and animations in
SL. According to face-to-face communications research, physical appearance, mim-

icry, gesticulation, and body language are essential to forming an interpersonal
impression (Argyle 1979). SLfulfills such requirements, as gestures and animations
are carried out with the push of a button - avatars are capable of gestural and mimic
communication. However, unlike in real-world, face-to-face conversational situa-

tions, users consciously perform gestures with their avatars. The subtle nonverbal
aspects of avatar-to-avatar communication in SL are therefore limited to the outward
appearance of an avatar, proving that Watzlawick's assertion that one can never not
communicate (Watzlawick et al. 1993,51)also applies to the Virtual world of SL.
A proper job market for avatars which is divided into Services and trades has
emerged in SL in addition to a product-oriented consumer's market. Whereas
Services such as diverse as dancing or security can be perfoimed by newcomers to

SL, technical jobs call for Special skills. Avatars possessing certain abilities in constructing objects may take on Special Orders or simply seil the goods they produee.

gate his or her avatar with more precision around local Virtual space using the Com
puter keyboard. Also, besides being able to tread upon Virtual space just as a human

can tread upon physical space, avatars can also fly. By pressing the arrow keys, users
can make their avatar fly short distances within their sim (locality), giving them a
bird's-eye view over happenings below. Users can also Orient themselves using
maps that are accessible from the main menu.

The various forms of interpersonal communication are central to SUs popularity.
Such forms include a text-based chat which appears in the lower third (i.e., captions)
of the Video screen, voice chat via microphone and headphones, instant messaging
(IM), and SL's internal news System.

The Users: Motivational Structures

As mentioned above, a proper "media hype" surrounding Second Life occurred in
2007. Within 2 years, the number of registered users in SL rose from 230,000 in
May of 2006 to over 16 million in 2010. However, the number of registered users
does not necessarily reflect the number of active users, as only 1 in 20 registered
users can be considered "active." Only 30-60 thousand users worldwide are online

C. Thimm
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frequencies of usage become stabilized over time. Usage becomes so habituated
that a "wear-out" effect is hardly noticeable. Given such a high intensity of usage,
the amount of time spent using other media and doing other leisure activities;
changes. Around 10% of those surveyed spend less time participating in social
activities (such as spending time with friends or family), and about half of those
surveyed admitted to spending less time watching television. Nevertheless, the
number of truly active "Citizens" of the Virtual world remains(at least at present) of
negligible importance when compared to the number of Computer or video game
users and traditional media users in general.
User-generated Virtual worlds appear to produce or attract a new type of user.
The reasons users gave for spending time in SL are revealing: 60% of those
surveyed indicated that they logged on to SL when having previously arranged to
meet with Virtual and/or real friends and acquaintances; another 47% log on to
participate in a particular, mostly social, event. One-fourth of male users and 17%
of female users log on to SL to meet up with Virtual and or real business partners,
and at least 30% of users go online for work reasons - although work in Virtual
worlds is mostly poorly paid.
The study of Amann and Martens(2008) therefore provides erapirical evidence

m
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in Support of the aforementioned concept of "life Simulation"; SL has become a
significant social platform for creating and maintaining social contact(s). As such,
SL can be considered part of the worldwide trend in using social media.

Fig. 11.1 Chatting in a caK in SL (Source; Author's Screenshot(see Thimm and Klement 2009))

at any given time. Due to such low figures, the media hype surrounding SL quickly
faded around the middle of 2008. After that, news coverage of SL reflected a sense
of disillusion and disappointment. Still, the number of users continued to grow at a
steady, though low, rate.
An analysis of user types and behavior reveals that apparently not all users are
"classic gamers" who are interested in new 3D worlds, but rather people who are
often considered to be "nongamers" such as women and older persons. Amann and
Martens (2008) asked 500 German SL users about what motivates them to use SL

and about their behavior in the Virtual world. Their study revealed commonalities in
the reasons for heavy SL use: chiefly, the desire to be creative (as realized by the
possibility of freely designing the Virtual environment and one's own avatar), social
interaction, and communication. Most strikingly, however, is the strength of the
social interaction motive: whether it concerns "talking to other avatars"(76%) or

"meeting other people," it is the sociability of the environment which influences
users to stay on. Meeting other people (=avatars) has become one of the mairi
attractions of SL. Meeting places or ventures often enough resemble the real world:

SL as a Virtual Society
Virtual worlds such as Second Life link the Internet and the "real world" with the 3D
World: the formet by way of a simple transfer of Internet content into the 3D realm,
and the latter due to the existence of a complete economic System with exchangeable currency. SL users gain ownership of the Virtual products that they create, and
may seil those products for Virtual money that they can convert back into real money.

In addition, numerous "real" companies, institutions, and organizations have established a presence in SL. The integration of other media into online 3D worlds is
principally achieved in terms of a media convergence, as is in the case of audio or
Video Streaming or game applications. Still, if games are defined as having a preset
scenario and predefined objectives, then online 3D worlds cannot be considered
games;rather, they are "synthetic worlds" that expand many real-world aspects into
Virtual space(Amann and Martens 2008). If SL is identified as a "synthetic world,"
the question arises as to how that world is designed and, more specifically, to what

events, bars, and cafes like the one in (Fig. 11.1).

extent that world will become a Virtual society. The development of SL into a "life

Once engaged in the Virtual world, the user's involvement with it is considerable
The frequency of use is high, with the study participants spending an average 3.7 b
on workdays and 5.1 h at the weekend in SL. Spending over 30 h online on a weekly

Simulation platform" should, then, be observable in several areas, which Balkin and

basis was not uncommon for them. Moreover, SL was accessed primarily from
the home FC or notebook. According to Amann and Martens (2008), such high

Noveck outline:

Although the development of these Virtual worlds has been driven by the game industry, by
now these worlds are used for far more than play, and soon they will be widely adopted as
Spaces for research, education, politics, and work.(2006, 26)
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Second Life and Virtual Economy
As news coverage of Second Life began spreading, a large number of corapanies
helped form the Virtual world's image. Barnes(2007)compiled a list of 126 promi
nent real-life companies present in SL that includes IBM, Mercedes-Benz, Pontiac,
Nissan, Dell, BMG,Deutsche Post, and various banks. 25,365 companies from the
retail and Service branches were maintaining a presence in SL as of February 2007,
most of which were stores, clubs, or real estate. Also, 150 American institutions of

11
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congregate) and complicated controls. Still, educational institutions that joined SL
early on profited from the initial wave of attention that SL gained in the media.
Social networking is also a by-product of the educational opportunities in SL. In
the course entitled "How to Start a Business in Second Life?" one leams about the

secrets of other users who make money in SL. However, course instructor "Nancy
Villota," an educational avatar, explains that making money in SL is much more difficult than the press suggests. What is more important, according to>"Nancy," is that
participants have fun and make friends in SL- a lesson that other participants gladly

higher leaming owned property in SL, several of which actively used SL as a teaching platform (Graves 2008).
The possibility for SL users to freely design Virtual objects and seil them formed
the foundation for one key aspect of SL: users can become economically active.
If one assumes that the purpose of a Virtual economy is to optimize the rules of a

learn. In other courses, one can leara how to use various tools within SL. In the

Virtual world to the point that they are attractive for its users(Hummel and Jansen

Avatars as "Citizens"

2007, 125-126), then SL attracts users by allowing them to trade and seil their
creations. As was stated above, SL is dependent upon users' co-creations and

co-designs. The possibility to seil them is a further motivation for users to help
design the digital environment.
A Virtual sale can take place with just a few mouse clicks in SL. In general,
Virtual products in SL are not displayed in 3D, but rather as a 2D image. The
product's price is shown when an image of the product is touched by the Cursor.
A pop-up window then appears with a list of payment methods for the transaction.
Any product bought will then land in the avatar's inventory.

course entitled "Basic Land Ownership," for example, users receive advice as to
how and where they can purchase inexpensive Virtual land.

One important criterion for weighing the many facets of play and the sociopolitical
functions of Virtual worlds is the functionality of societal organizatiöns. Although
SL does not have political leadership in the sense of an organized Community,certain
political features can be identified according to two main categories:
• In-world regulatory activities: for example, acting against violence and misuse
in SL, adhering to social Standards, setting and serving penalties for breaking
rules.

• Extra-world activities: SL is used as a Propaganda tool or platform for implement-

ing an action pertaining to real-world issues (e.g., protesting fascism, protecting
Forms ofSocial Organization: Education
Comprehensive opportunities for leaming have emerged in SL parallel to diverse
opportunities for business and pleasure. These educational opportunities, in which
inexperienced users are taught by more experienced avatars, are almost always free
of Charge and are offered by private providers in SL. Among the most well known

human rights, debating RL topics).

In-world media play an especially important role in in-world regulatory activi
ties. The in-world magazine AvaStar, a tabloid-style digital newspaper published by
the German Company Springer, has excelled at covering problematic activity in SL

(Fig. 11.2). Most notably, the AvaStar has covered the avatar-led protesting against

child pornography in SL, which then echoed throughout the media landscape in the

are New Citizens Incorporated (NCI), Rockcliffe University Second Life Campus
(RUSLC), Technical User interfacing (TUi), and Academy of Second Leaming

real world (also see Thimm 2009a).

(ASL); Course instructors serve as mentors, much to the benefit of new Citizens to

activism. Many avatars seem to share a sense of democratic responsibility, thereby

SL. Anyone can draw upon the help and knowledge base provided by the social

promoting good causes or social events. Even more so, they feel responsible for the
political public in SL itself and try to make breaches in that unwritten concept of a
pluralistic and antifascist concept of SL public. Some findings corroborate this

network. Moreover, the structure of SL is characterized by social involvement and a

strong willingness for avatars to assist others.

Besides opportunities for leaming which are in part created by users themselves,
real-world educational institutions use SL as a tool for expanding upon their regulär

teaching tools. Renowned American universities such as Harvard,Stanford, or New
York also maintain a presence in SL. Some of the benefits of using the Virtual world
for education include low costs and - due to the three-dimensional depiction of

avatars — a feeling of being together. However, holding real-life lectures in SL is
hampered by technical difficulties(system instability when large numbers of avatars

Another phenomenon, which has been of increasing importance, is political

hypothesis.

First, avatars massively protested the presence of the French right-wing politician Jean Marie Le Pen, a presidential candidate in France in 2008. They destroyed
his in-world campaign center and attacked his avatar supporters(Fig. 11.3).
A second example would be the support of the freedom movement in Burma,
which led to all kinds of SL activities, one of them depicted in the Screenshot below
(Fig. 11.4).
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Fig. 11.3 Avatars' Protest against the French right-wing politician Le Pen (Source: Author's
Screenshot)

In light of such activities, the question remains as to what role in-world media in
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general will play in the future. At least ostensibly, in-world media seem to carry out
a political and critical function similar to that of real-world media. Such an observa-
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tion lends support to the hypothesis that a critical public exists in SL which reacts to
the aforementioned form of in-world publicity.
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tion that allows users to create personal profiles or establish groups. Because SL
does not come with a general instruction manual, other users' knowledge becomes
an important source of Information. Problems are solved, and goals are attained in a
coordinated effort.

One of the most neglected phenomena in SL is the fact that avatars engage in
verbal interaction. Taking the results of the Amman and Martens (2008) study
seriously, it can be assumed that it is the social exchange which motivates individu-
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Socializing in Second Life takes place continually. The more time a user spends in
SL on average, the more likely that user will expand bis or her social network to
include new friends and acquaintances. SL supports social networking with a func
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als to spend time in SL. This social exchange is based on language, which - often
enough - is some rather basic English, depending on where the owner of the avatar
comes from.

Verbal interaction in SL is mostly written interaction in a chat format. On the one
band, it is characterized by some of the typical problems of chat communication,
Fig. 11.2 Reports on avatar protests in the in-world magazine "AvaStar" (Soiuce: Thimm and
Klement 2009, 209)

like the lack of reference and coherence, or paralinguistic features. On the other
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[13:39] You: What about you...just sitting here?
[13:41] EFF Loon: this Is whwre i come to rest haye been jumpping all over the plece
[13:42] You: sounds good to me...what have you been doing here around?
[13:42] EFF Loon: so many thins too try to remberter
[13:43] You: where do you come from?
[13:43] EFF Loon: usa
[13:43] Pachi DeCuir: i am from.spain
[13:43] EFF Loon: a city called compton
[13:44] You: Buenas noches;-)

[13:44] You: Soy de Alemania...
[13:44] Pachi DeCuir: hola
[13:44] EFF Loon: only english

S.:

\

"^ -»„V

[13:44] Pachi DeCuir: ok
[13:45] Pachi DeCuir: ok
[13:45] Pachi DeCuir: Hey!
[13:45] Pachi DeCuir: Get lost!
[13:45] You: English sure thing

^^ ^ i

V

,

Fig. 11.4 Avatars as political Citizens: the "Free Burma" protests (Source: Author's Screenshot)

band, this kind of chat can be described as accompanying chat interaction, which is
based on a visual contact between avatars. Enriched by the possibilities of avatars'

gestures and mimicry, SL chat is not detached from nonverbal communication, and

[13:46] EFF Loon: have you been in sl long?
[13:46] You: I don't have a clue about the setting of this World
[13:47] EFF Loon: well that raakes two of us
[13:47] You: cool;-)
[13:49] EFF Loon: do u no mzny people here?
[13:49] EFF Loon: many
[13:49] You: not yet
[13:49] You: notjet

[13:51] EFF Loon: dont wony you will meet lots and lots of people your easy to talk to
[13:51] You: I guess, how does somebody sounnd who is not easy to talk to;-)
[13:52] EFF Loon: uijhgytgfred
[13:52] EFF Loon: smile

avatars can rely on a second level of communication.

Source: Author's transcripts

Typically, interpersonal interaction in SL follows the patterns known from
face-to-face interaction and can as such be analyzed with categories taken from
conversational analysis. As discussed in the famous paper by Sacks et al. (1978),
individuals start with typical rhetoric of openings and closings. When meeting for
the first time, specific openers are used to dehne the Situation. In SL, there are some

The opening phrase is characterized by a classical politeness phrase("excuse me")
and directly addresses a nearby avatar. The following sequences demonstrate how
these avatars enter into a "getting-to-know-each-other" phase of conversation. The

avatars meeting in this sequence establish a relationship by discovering that they
both feel a bit lost in the Virtual world. They exchange helpful Information and

very specihc patterns, which are frequently used to Start a conversation. One of

humor each other([13:52] EFF Loon: uijhgytgfred). Support interaction is affequent

them is "asking for help." The excerpt below demonstrates one of many interactions
following this seeking-help-pattem:

conversational topic in SL,as many avatars seek contact by revealing problems about

[13:31] You: Excuse me,could you teil me where I am?
[13:32] You: You EFF Loon...
[13:32] EFF Loon:/i am soyyr i dont even know where i am
[13:33] EFF Loon: yes i am whos asking
[13:33] You: Good to know, then we're two
[13:34] You: Anyhow, any plans to move or so..ß
[13:34] EFF Loon: no just setting here
[13:35] You: well, enjoy the view;-) need to get around. Any recomendationS?
[13:36] EFF Loon: no sorry
[13:36] EFF Loon: have a good time
[13:36] You: Never mind, enjoy your visit...cheers!
[13:36] EFF Loon: it was nice t talk to someone as nice as you
[13:38] EFF Loon: go to a place callef spunkys bt dance club
[13:39] You: Oh thanx, well I don't feel like dancing, maybe later...

their SL knowledge to others.

These long talks between avatars, most often not in a dialogical structure but
rather in a multiparty conversation with frequent simultaneous phases,show how SL
is more of a platform for social exchange than a game. The fun part is getting to
know others, form friendships, and meet people from all over the world.

Conclusions

Computer games have become an essential part of daily entertainment, contact com
munication, and learning(Thimm 2009b). Virtual worlds, such as the one described
here, are not necessarily Computer games such as the traditional goal-driven shooter.

r
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adventure, action, or role-playing games. They are, as it is argued here, creating a
playful social environment, which is much more a "social media" than a game and "
therefore comes closer to a 3D Facebook than a regulär Computer game.
The term "Second Life" does not suggest a fundamental difference between the

"first" and "second" life; rather, media coverage of SL has lent support to the vision
that "normal" life is füll of limitations and that a "new" life in a Virtual world is füll

of possibilities. This vision gets put into proper perspective, however, when one
acknowledges that the more SL resembles a social platform, the stronger its users
will identify with and lose themselves in its goings-on.
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In this sense, Virtual worlds are themselves a hybrid between game and social
network - they offer playful elements, challenge the participants/avatars with various levels of expertise which can be attained by being an experienced member, and
offer various ways of "being social." When taking into account that the overriding
motive for the participants is of a social nature ("meeting people, communication

with other people"), the element of play comes in only secondary in the shape of its
entertainment function. From this perspective, their hybrid Status as mainly social
worlds and the absence of competition might be the main attraction of the current
Virtual worlds.

Several distinguishing characteristics from the "first" world continue to dominate

in the second. For example,the Virtual world is divided into two sexes despite the fact
that SL gives users the Option of living sex-neutrally. Users generally make their
avatars either female or male, and improvements upon the basic design, although
labor- and cost-intensive, are usually based upon real-world Ideals of beauty.
Social premises, too, apply in the Virtual world just as they do in the real one. In SL,
there is a demand for gestures that are recognizable from the real world. Gestures used
in greeting,for example, hugging or kissing, are then programmed and made available.
Contrary to the media's portrayal of SL in recent years, the driving force behind

SL is the establishment of a Virtual Community with others. Friendships are formed,
groups built, and collective activities organized. One can even declare a partnership
and marry. These kinds of activities are not only important leisure activities but part
of the social life of many avatars. Still, the negative effects of social life in the real

World such as crime and violence appear in a near analogous fashion in SL. The
absence of legislative, executive, or judicial powers in SL is substituted by Operator
Linden Lab's ultimate power to boot off users in extreme cases.

Looking at the differences between a "classical" Computer game and a Virtual
world like SL, we can come back to Caillois (1960), who isolates four central and

defining categories for a game: competition (Agon), chance (Alea), mimicry
(Mimicry), and flow (Iliiix). Additionally, he introduced the distinction between
paidia and ludus, thereby defining two extreme types of games. Following Caillois,
games can be located between the four categories of agdn, alea, mimicry, and ilinx.
Paidia symbolizes the principle of distraction, the free improvisation and careless
joy - or briefly the spirit of the joy of life. Ludus, however, Stands for the principle
of restriction of the concepts attributed to paidia by Conventions and rules, which
limit the experience of careless freedom. Taking up the concept of ilinx, games can
very well be distinguished by their degree of flow and excitement by extending ilinx
to. the notion of immersion into the game.

When applying the model by Caillois, there is at least one categoiy which offers a
level for distinguishing Virtual worlds from Computer games — the notion of competi
tion. Even though it could be debated whether some games are low on competitive
elements, it is still the idea of winning that drives most of the games at hand. Winning,
however, is not a decisive motive for Virtual worlds. There are no competitors in the

sense of winning and losing, and the goal orientation is too diverse for each partici-

pant. We may even conclude that Virtual worlds have no clearly defined goal at all, but
derive their attraction from being playful without being competitive.
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